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Starview is pleased to announce a new PHS Series Model for Plastic-to-Plastic
Clamshell and Blister-to-Card sealing using our Patent Pending Hot/Cold
process.

Starview’s new PHS3-1418 Three station semi-automatic Rotary Clamshell and
Blister Sealing Machine.

The new PHS3-1418 completes the PHS Series product line. This new machine is priced to allow the
entry level to medium volume packager to economically purchase a clamshell sealing machine that will
give the same results as our automated machines. Tooling cost is held to a minimum since only one or
three sealing fixtures are used depending on the finished package volume required. This single operator
machine is also ideal for manufacturing work cells.

The PHS3-1418 is programmed to operate in three different modes for additional user convenience. The
machine may be run in Semi-automatic mode with one or three fixtures. In three fixture mode the
machine will index one station and both presses will actuate each time the cycle start button is pressed.
In single fixture mode the machine will index three stations with each press automatically actuated when
the fixture is in position. In automatic mode three sealing fixtures are used. The rotary table
automatically indexes after the sealing cycle is complete and the adjustable table dwell time completes its
cycle.
Starview’s new PHS3-1418 can operate at speeds of up to 6 cycles per minute. Double blister and
hinged style clamshells can be sealed. Clamshells produced of PVC and PETG materials can be used.
In addition face seal blister, full face blister, double card and half-clamshell style packages may be
produced on the PHS3-1418 with proper tooling.
Within the next two weeks we will be sending out a mini CD-ROM complete with product pricing, a new
brochure on the PHS3-1418 and an 8 minute video showing full operation of the machine. Watch your
mail for this exciting new product launch.
.
Which one of your customers needs to improve their Plastic-to-Plastic Clamshell security and sealing
productivity?

Let Starview assist your customers with machines designed to make the total manufacturing
process more effective. Contact one of our sales staff for packaging solutions to help your
customers reduce cost and stay competitive.
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